
CASE STUDY
A RUSSIAN SUNFLOWER 

OIL PRODUCER



CLIENT’S CHALLENGE

CLIENT’S PROFILE

For this reason, our client 
needed help assessing the 
feasibility of entering the 
market, finding suitable 
distributors, negotiating 
distribution agreements, 
coordinating import, and 
developing a long-term 
marketing strategy that 
would increase brand and 
product awareness and 
understanding.

With sales flat or declining in 

the company’s two largest 

export markets—the United States 

and the European Union—the firm 

was looking to expand into additional 

large markets where demand was 

high for their type of products. China 

was an attractive option due to the 

size of the market, increasing wealth 

of consumers, and growing interest 

in healthier edible oils and taste for 

foreign foods.

The problem was that none of their 

team members were familiar with the 

Chinese market, language, culture, or 

way of doing business. Additionally, 

although there was high product 

awareness of olive oil varieties in 

China, this was far less the case for 

sunflower oils. This made it difficult 

to:

 

1) Assess risks and likely returns on 

their investment in the market. 

2) Find reliable local partners 

(e.g. a distributor). 

3) Negotiate fair and legal contracts. 

4) Overcome regulatory challenges. 

5) Properly brand, localize and 

promote their product in the Chinese 

market.

Our client, a Russian cooking oil producer, focused on producing high grade edible oils for frying, cooking, and raw use (e.g. salads). 

The firm had previously been exporting to other large markets, such as the U.S., EU, and Japan and wanted to break into China’s 

fast-growing consumer market. China is now among their top 5 most important export markets.



MERSOL & LUO’S SOLUTIONS

Our team carried out a holistic market entry strategy that included

Assess feasibility of selling each 
product in China by measuring 
the affordability of the product, 
appropriate pricing, undertstanding 
existing competition, assessing 
consumer and business awareness 
and understanding of their products, 
and geographic targeting. We clearly 
explained next steps for establishing 
partnerships, distribution agreements, 
selling products, and growing their 
business in China.

Based on the outcome of our due 
diligence assessment, we then 
approached their preferred distributor 
in Mainland China to engage in formal 
negotiations, guiding our client through 
the process, managing communication, 
and represent their interests. We 
successfully concluded a fair, legal, and 
enforceable contract on behalf of our 
client with the local distributor.

We worked with both our client and 
their distributor to properly localize 
their products and branding effort as 
well as develop and effective marketing 
strategy that maximized our client’s 
investment. Additionally, we helped 
them plan for long-term growth and 
expansion.

We worked with our client to select 
distributors to investigate and carry out 
due diligence, confirming distributors’ 
authenticity, capabilities, reliability, 
requirements, and past performance 
and making recommendations based 
on the outcome of each assessment. 
We focused on distributors with sales 
channels to supermarkets, restaurants, 
and bars.

We assisted with preparation for 
delivery and import of goods to their 
distributor in Mainland China and 
coordinated with the distributor 
to ensure regulatory and other 
requirements were properly met.

Product Feasibility 
Affordability

Contract Negotiation

Market Strategy & 
Management

Due Diligence

Logistics Coordination



OUTCOME

CONCLUSION

With Mersol & Luo, our client was able to achieve its 
goals of: 

Our client wanted to grow their 
business through expansion into the 
Chinese market. However, they didn’t 
know how to do this and were worried 
about the risks involved. They were 
able to successfully enter the market 
by working with Mersol & Luo. They 
went from zero sales in Mainland 
China in 2016 to having their product 
sold in over 100 stores, bars, and 
restaurants in Guangdong province, 
with plans to expand in the coming 
years.

1.  Determining the feasibility of entering the market

2.  Understanding and minimizing their financial 
and legal risks associated with entering the Chinese 
market

3.  Finding capable, reliable, and trustworthy 
distributors in China

4.  Successfully negotiating a fair, transparent, and 
enforceable contract with each distributor

5.  Meeting local regulatory requirements and 
overcome logistical challenges

6.  Appropriately localize their branding and effectively 
promote their products to their target customers: 
supermarkets, restaurants, and barsDeveloping a 
practical strategy for market entry 
and expansion in China



Strategy . Marketing . Consulting

OUR SERVICES

DIGITAL MARKETING 
& SALES

CONTACT US!

YEARS16 OF EXPERIENCE
IN CHINA

STRATEGY & 
CONSULTING

MARKET TESTING 
& FORECASTING

Social Media management

Content creation 

Promotions/Advertising

Analytics tracking & reporting

Online Store Management

Strategy development

Finding distributors

Due diligence

Contract negotiations

Company Registration

Warehousing & Fulfillment

Market Testing 

Product Feasibility Assessment

Market Entry Analysis

Regulatory Advisory

Forecasting

www.mersolluo.com
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